At nine months old, there are no detectable cognitive differences between black and white babies (Fryer and Steven D. Levitt forthcoming). Differences emerge as early as age two, and by the time black children enter kindergarten they lag whites by 0.64 standard deviations in math and 0.40 in reading (Fryer and Levitt 2004). On every subject at every grade level, there are large achievement differences between blacks and whites that continue to grow as children progress through school (for example, see Jay R. Campbell, Catherine M. Hombo, and John Mazzeo 2000; Derek Neal 2006; Fryer 2011). Even accounting for a host of background factors, the achievement gap remains large and statistically significant (Christopher Jencks and Meredith Phillips 1998; Fryer 2011).

There have been many attempts to close the achievement gap. Early childhood interventions such as Head Start, Nurse-Family Partnership, and the Abecedarian Project boost kindergarten readiness, but the effects on achievement often fade once
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More aggressive strategies that place disadvantaged students in better schools through busing (Joshua D. Angrist and Kevin Lang 2004) and school choice plans (Cecilia Elena Rouse 1998; Alan B. Krueger and Pei Zhu 2004; Julie Berry Cullen, Brian A. Jacob, and Levitt 2005; Justine S. Hastings, Thomas J. Kane, and Douglas O. Staiger 2006) have also left the racial achievement gap essentially unchanged. There are several successful charter schools and charter-management organizations, but the bulk of the evidence finds only modest success (Caroline Hoxby and Jonah Rockoff 2004; Eric A. Hanushek et al. 2005; Hoxby and Sonali Murarka 2009; Gleason et al. 2010). Even the most reform minded districts have not been able to substantially reduce the achievement gap (Fryer 2011).

The lack of progress has fed into a long-standing and rancorous debate among scholars, policymakers, and practitioners as to whether schools alone can close the achievement gap, or whether the challenges children bring to school are too much for even the best educators to overcome. Proponents of the school-centered approach refer to anecdotes of excellence in particular schools or examples of other countries where poor children in superior schools outperform average Americans (Karin Chenoweth 2007). Advocates of the community-focused approach argue that teachers and school administrators are dealing with issues that originate outside the classroom, citing research that shows racial and socioeconomic achievement gaps are present before children enter school (Fryer and Levitt 2004, 2006) and that one-third to one-half of the gap can be explained by family-environment indicators (Meredith Phillips, James Crouse, and John Ralph 1998; Fryer and Levitt 2004). In this scenario, combating poverty and having more constructive out-of-school time may lead to better and more-focused instruction in school. Indeed, James S. Coleman et al. (1966), in their famous report on equality of educational opportunity, argue that schools alone cannot treat the problem of chronic underachievement in urban schools.

HCZ is a 97-block area in Harlem (a neighborhood in the New York City borough of Manhattan) that combines “No Excuses” charter schools with a web of community services designed to ensure the social environment outside of school is positive and supportive for children from birth to college graduation. This provides a rich laboratory to understand whether communities, schools, or a combination of
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1There is some evidence that Head Start, Perry Preschool, and Nurse-Family Partnership may have positive long-term impacts on outcomes such as crime, high school graduation, and labor-market outcomes (Currie and Thomas 2000; Jens Ludwig and Douglas L. Miller 2007; Olds 2006; David Deming 2009).

2Strategies in these districts include smaller schools and classrooms (Charles M. Achilles et al. 1993; Barbara A. Nye et al. 1995; Krueger 1999; Krueger and Diane M. Whitmore 2001; Christopher Jepsen and Steven Rivkin 2002), mandatory summer school (Jacob and Lars Lefgren 2004) merit pay for principals, teachers, and students (Michael J. Podgursky and Matthew G. Springer 2007; Fryer 2010a, 2010b), after-school programs (Patricia A. Lauer et al. 2006; Zakia Redd et al. 2002), budget, curricula, and assessment reorganization (Geoffrey D. Borman and Gina M. Hewes 2004; Borman et al. 2007, Thomas D. Cook, H. David Hunt, and Robert F. Murphy 2000), and policies to lower the barrier to teaching via alternative paths to accreditation (Paul T. Decker, Daniel P. Mayer, and Steven Glaser 2004; Kane, Rockoff, and Staiger 2008).

3While definitions vary, “No Excuses” schools typically allow the principal considerable administrative freedom, set measurable goals that are regularly tested using interim assessments, emphasize parent participation, and create a culture of universal achievement that make no excuses based on the students’ background (Samuel Casey Carter 2000). The KIPP (Knowledge is Power Program) or Achievement First charter networks typify the “No Excuses” model.
the two are the main drivers of student achievement. The answer to this question is of tremendous importance for global public policy as it goes to the heart of how communities and public goods should be allocated to alleviate racial and economic inequality. Many organizations around the world—from Houston to Hungary—are developing plans similar to the HCZ model. Currently, these initiatives focus on replicating HCZ’s community programs.

To account for the fact that students who attend the Promise Academy charter schools in HCZ may not be a random sample, we exploit the fact that the Promise Academy is required to select students by lottery when the number of applicants exceeds the number of available slots for admission. The treatment group is composed of students who are lottery winners and the control group consists of students who are lottery losers. This allows us to provide a set of causal estimates of the effect of being offered admission into the Promise Academy on a range of outcomes, including test scores, attendance, and grade completion.

Our lottery identification strategy has important caveats. Lottery files are not available for the first middle school cohort or the most recent elementary or middle school cohorts, and the Promise Academy elementary school was not significantly oversubscribed in its first year, making it difficult to estimate the effect of being offered admission for this cohort. To complement the lotteries, our second identification strategy uses the interaction between a student’s cohort year and whether she lives inside or outside of the Zone’s boundaries as an instrumental variable. This approach takes advantage of two important features of the Promise Academy: anyone is eligible to enroll in the schools, but only students living inside HCZ are actively recruited by HCZ staff; and there are cohorts of children that are ineligible due to the timing of the schools’ opening and their age. Our identification is driven by the between-cohort comparison of outcomes within the Zone, using the outcomes of children outside the Zone to control for natural year-to-year variation in test scores. If the interaction between a student’s address and cohort only affects his or her achievement through its effect on enrollment in the charter school, this provides another set of causal estimates.

Both statistical approaches lead us to the same conclusion. The Promise Academy charter schools in HCZ are effective at increasing the achievement of the poorest minority children. Students who enroll in the middle school gain about 0.2 standard deviations in math per year. Taken at face value, these effects are enough to close the black-white achievement gap in mathematics by ninth grade. Students in the Promise Academy elementary school gain approximately 0.2 standard deviations in both math and English Language Arts (ELA) per year, closing the racial achievement gap in both subjects by third grade. These results are robust across identification strategies, model specifications, and subsamples of the data. Students with higher previous test scores benefit more from attending the Promise Academy middle school than other students, but there are no other differences among subsamples.

There are two pieces of evidence that, taken together, suggest that high quality schools are enough to significantly increase the achievement of poor minority students (see also Atila Abdulkadiroglu et al. 2009 and Angrist et al. 2010). First, students who live outside the Zone garner the same benefit from attending the Promise Academy as
the students inside the Zone, suggesting that proximity to the community programs is not important. Second, siblings of Promise Academy students who have access to the same community programs but were ineligible for the Promise Academy because of their age show no detectable gains in achievement.

The paper is structured as follows. Section I provides a brief overview of Harlem Children’s Zone. Section II introduces the data and our research design. Section III presents estimates of the impact of attending Promise Academy middle and elementary schools on educational outcomes. Section IV discusses whether communities, schools, or both are most responsible for the results. Section V concludes. There are three online Appendices: Appendix A outlines each program offered by Harlem Children’s Zone; Appendix B is a data Appendix that details our sample and variable construction; and Appendix C conducts a back-of-the-envelope cost-benefit calculation.

I. Harlem’s Children Zone

The Rheedlen Centers for Children and Families began in 1970 as an amalgam of after-school programs, truancy prevention services, and anti-violence training for teenagers in schools. The president of Rheedlen, Geoffrey Canada, questioned their piecemeal strategy, feeling that the organization helped a handful of children while letting most slip through the cracks. In 1997, Canada created HCZ to address all the problems that poor children in Harlem were facing—housing, schools, crime, asthma, and so on—through a “conveyor belt” of services from birth to college. The approach is based on the assumption that one must improve both communities and schools to affect student achievement. Starting with a 24-block area in central Harlem, the Zone expanded to a 64-block area in 2004 and a 97-block area in 2007. Figure 1 provides a map of Harlem Children’s Zone and its expansion path.

HCZ offers a number of programs, which we have partitioned into “community” and “school” inputs. Community programs are available to anyone living near HCZ, and served 8,058 youth and 5,291 adults in 2007–2008. School inputs are provided to the approximately 1,300 students who attend the Promise Academy charter schools in HCZ.

Community Programs.—HCZ has over 20 programs which are broad investments in community development and available to any child in New York City. These include early childhood programs (e.g., Baby College); public elementary, middle, and high school programs (e.g., karate, dance, after-school tutoring); a college success office; family, community, and health programs; foster care prevention services; tax help and guidance; and so on. Online Appendix A provides a description of all programs run by HCZ. HCZ’s vision is to “create a tipping point” in the neighborhood so that children are surrounded by an enriching environment of college-oriented peers and supportive adults. This is consistent with the vision articulated by those who argue that changing communities is essential to closing the achievement gap.

School Programs.—The Promise Academy charter schools in HCZ began in the fall of 2004 with the opening of the Promise Academy elementary and middle schools, followed in the fall of 2005 with the opening of the Promise Academy II
elementary school. The Promise Academy will enroll a new kindergarten and sixth-grade cohort each year until it is a full K–12 school, while Promise Academy II will enroll a new kindergarten cohort each year until it is a full K–12 school.

Like many charter schools in New York City, the Promise Academy has an extended school day and year, with coordinated after-school tutoring and additional classes on Saturdays for children who need remediation in mathematics and English Language Arts skills. Our rough estimate is that Promise Academy students that are behind grade level are in school for twice as many hours as a traditional public school student in New York City. Students who are at or above grade level still attend the equivalent of about 50 percent more school in a calendar year.

The Promise Academy emphasizes the recruitment and retention of high-quality teachers and uses a test-score value-added measure to incentivize and evaluate current teachers. The schools have had high teacher turnover: 48 percent of Promise Academy teachers did not return for the 2005–2006 school year, 32 percent left before 2006–2007, and 14 percent left before 2007–2008. Each teacher has an annual meeting with Geoffrey Canada to discuss their performance, and is supported
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*Figure 1. The Harlem Children’s Zone*

Notes: Phase one of HCZ is bounded by 116th Street, 123rd Street, 5th Avenue, and 8th Avenue. The second phase includes 124th to 132nd Streets, and extends the eastern boundary (in both areas) to Madison Avenue. The third phase includes 133rd to 143rd Streets, and Madison to 8th Avenues.
by myriad behind-the-scenes efforts to make sure their time is spent primarily on teaching and not administrative tasks.

The schools provide free medical, dental, and mental health services (students are screened upon entry and receive regular checkups through a partnership with the Children’s Health Fund); student incentives for achievement; nutritious cafeteria meals; support for parents in the form of food baskets, meals, bus fare, and so forth; and less tangible benefits, such as the support of a committed staff. The schools also make a concerted effort to change the culture of achievement, emphasizing the importance of hard work in achieving success.

These types of school inputs are consistent with those that argue high-quality schools are enough to close the achievement gap. The Promise Academy is remarkably similar to other “No Excuses” charter schools, such as the Boston-area charter schools studied in Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2009) and Angrist et al. (2010), with three exceptions. First, the Promise Academy does not require parents or students to sign a behavioral contract. HCZ argues that only the most motivated and trusting parents are willing to sign a contract, even if it is nonbinding. Second, at least for the most recent elementary school students, the Promise Academy enrolls students at a younger age (three years old) than other charter schools. Third, Promise Academy students are exposed to a wide range of wrap-around services that are not typically available at other “No Excuses” charter schools.

II. Data and Research Design

We merge data from two sources: information from files at HCZ and administrative data on student demographics and outcomes from the New York City Department of Education (NYCDOE).

The data from HCZ consist of lottery files from the 2004 and 2005 elementary school lotteries and the 2005 and 2006 middle school lotteries (HCZ 2004–2006). To insure that all students in the lottery have an equal chance of being admitted to the Promise Academy, we drop students with a sibling that received a winning lottery number in a previous year (who are automatically admitted), or if they have a sibling entered in a lottery in the same year (because even if one sibling wins the lottery, both are allowed to enroll). Including these data do not alter the results. When students enter more than one lottery, we only include the first lottery file. A typical student’s data include her name, birth date, parents’ or guardians’ names, home address, and lottery outcome.

The HCZ data were matched to the New York City administrative data using the maximum amount of information available. Match keys were used in the following order:

1. last name, first name, date of birth with various versions of the names (abbreviations, alternative spellings, hyphenated versus non-hyphenated);

4 The middle school lottery was not held in 2007, and test scores are not available for elementary cohorts who enrolled after 2006 as they are too young. Lottery files are missing for the 2004 and 2008 middle school cohorts and the 2006 elementary school cohort. We are able to include all three missing cohorts in our distance × cohort IV strategy.
Once these match keys had been run, the remaining data were matched by hand considering all available variables. In our final elementary school sample we only include students who we have test scores for in 2009–2010, the most recent year available. Match rates to this sample were 84.1 percent for the winners of the kindergarten lottery \((N = 212)\), and 78.4 percent for the losers of the kindergarten lottery \((N = 217)\). In our final middle school sample we only include students who we have test scores for through eighth grade, including students who may have dropped out in high school. Match rates to this sample are: 82.9 percent for the winners of the middle school lottery \((N = 211)\), and 79.2 percent for the losers of the middle school lottery \((N = 401)\). Match rates to the NYCDOE administrative data are approximately 10 percent higher than the match rates to the analysis sample due to attrition. Details of the match rates and attrition for each lottery cohort are reported in Table 1. Our match rates and attrition are similar to previous work using charter lottery data (e.g., Hoxby and Muraka 2009).

The NYCDOE data contain student-level administrative data on approximately 1.1 million students across the five boroughs of the New York City metropolitan area (NYCDOE 1999–2010). The data include information on student race, gender, free and reduced-price lunch eligibility, behavior, attendance, and matriculation with course grades for all students, and state math and ELA test scores for students in grades three through eight. The data also include a student’s first and last name,
birth date, and address. We have complete NYCDOE data spanning the 2003–2004 to 2009–2010 school years, with test score and basic demographic data available through the 1999–2000 school year.

The state math and ELA tests, developed by McGraw-Hill, are high-stakes exams conducted in the winters of third through eighth grade. Students in third, fifth, and seventh grades must score level 2 or above (out of 4) on both tests to advance to the next grade without attending summer school. The math test includes questions on number sense and operations, algebra, geometry, measurement, and statistics. Tests in the earlier grades emphasize more basic content such as number sense and operations, while later tests focus on advanced topics such as algebra and geometry. The ELA test is designed to assess students on three learning standards—information and understanding, literary response and expression, critical analysis and evaluation—and includes multiple-choice and short-response sections based on a reading and listening section, along with a brief editing task.

All public school students, including those attending charters, are required to take the math and ELA tests unless they are medically excused or have a severe disability. Students with moderate disabilities or who are English Language Learners must take both tests, but may be granted special accommodations (additional time, translation services, and so on) at the discretion of school or state administrators. In our analysis, the test scores are normalized to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one for each grade and year across the entire New York City sample.

We construct measures of absenteeism and matriculation using the NYCDOE data. Absenteeism is measured as the total number of absences a student accumulates during the first 180 days of the school year. After the first 180 days, the NYCDOE no longer collects absence data from schools. Matriculation is an indicator for whether a student is “on time” given her expected grade. We impute an expected grade using the student’s birth date and New York law on school entry age. We compute a student’s cohort using the same information.

Using the student addresses provided by the NYCDOE, we also calculated the distance from each student’s home to the nearest point on the boundary of the HCZ using arcGIS. When multiple addresses are available for a single student, we use the earliest available address.5 A student is defined as living “in the Zone” if they live completely inside or on the boundaries of the original 24-block Zone.6

Summary statistics for the variables that we use in our core specifications are displayed in Table 2. Students who entered the elementary or middle school lottery are more likely to be black, but no more likely to be eligible for free lunch than the typical New York City student. Students enrolled in the middle school lottery score about the same on fifth grade math and ELA tests as other students living in the Zone, but score 0.294 standard deviations and 0.263 standard deviations below the typical New York City student in fifth grade math and ELA, respectively.

5 Another approach is to use the student’s address closest to the date of the lottery. The results are not sensitive to this alternative.
6 While the Zone expanded to a 64-block area in 2004 and a 97-block area in 2007, HCZ’s efforts continue to be focused in the original 24-block Zone (personal communication with HCZ). For that reason, we focus on that area, though results are qualitatively similar, though less precise, when we allow the definition of the Zone to change over time.
Table 2 also reports covariate differences between lottery winners and losers controlling only for lottery fixed effects. With a few exceptions, the differences in Table 2 are small and statistically insignificant. Among middle school applicants, lottery winners are 7.8 percent more likely to be male and 8.9 percent more likely to be eligible for free or reduced price lunch. Lottery winners also have fifth grade math and ELA test scores that are 0.072 and 0.075 standard deviations higher than lottery losers, though the differences are not statistically significant. The lack of a clear pattern or statistical significance seems to suggest that these are likely to be chance findings and not an indication of bias.

An alternative test of lottery quality is to estimate the “effect” of winning the lottery on predetermined outcomes. Results from this test for the middle school sample are available in Dobbie and Fryer (2010), who regress fifth grade outcomes on demographic controls and an indicator for whether a student won the lottery. Consistent with our results in Table 2, students selected in the lottery have somewhat higher math and ELA scores, but the results are not statistically significant.

Both middle and elementary school lottery winners attend the Promise Academy at a high rate: 69.9 percent of middle school and 59.9 percent of elementary school lottery winners enroll in the Promise Academy for at least one year. After accounting
for lottery fixed effects, elementary school lottery winners are 11.3 percent more likely to have attended a charter school compared to lottery losers. This suggests that, at least for the elementary school, our estimates capture the effectiveness of the Promise Academy relative to other charter schools that those who lose the lottery attend. In contrast, middle school lottery winners are 53.7 percent more likely to have attended a charter school.

Research Design.—We estimate two empirical models, which provide a set of causal estimates of the effect of attending the Promise Academy charter schools in HCZ on academic outcomes. The first empirical model exploits the fact that the Promise Academy is required to select students by lottery when demand exceeds supply. The second statistical model uses the interaction between cohort year and whether or not a student lives within the Zone’s boundaries as an instrumental variable.

Let the effect of the Promise Academy on student achievement be a linear function of the number of years spent at the school ($PA_{igt}$):

\[
\text{achievement}_{igt} = \alpha_t + \lambda_g + \beta X_i + \rho PA_{igt} + \epsilon_{igt},
\]

where $\alpha_t$ and $\lambda_g$ are year-of-test and grade-of-test effects; and $X_i$ is a vector of demographic controls including gender, race, free lunch status, and, in the middle school regressions, previous test score in the same subject, special education status in previous grades, and whether the student spoke English as a second language in previous grades. $\epsilon_{igt}$ is an error term that captures random variation in test scores.

The causal effect of attending the Promise Academy is $\rho$. If the number of years a student spends at the Promise Academy is randomly assigned, ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates of equation (1) would capture the average causal effect of years spent at the Promise Academy. Because students and parents selectively choose whether to enroll at the Promise Academy, however, OLS estimates are likely to be biased by correlation between school choice and unobserved characteristics related to student ability, motivation, or background.

Our first strategy identifies $\rho$ by comparing the average outcomes of students who “won” the lottery to the average outcomes of students who “lost” the lottery in years with complete data. The lottery losers therefore form the control group corresponding to the counterfactual state that would have occurred for students in the treatment group if they had not been offered a spot in the charter school.

Under several assumptions (that the treatment group assignment is random and that winning the lottery only affects outcomes through Promise Academy enrollment), we can estimate the average effect of treatment for students induced into enrollment by the lottery offer. The parameter is estimated through a two-stage least squares regression of student outcomes on years of enrollment ($PA_{igt}$) with the lottery offer as an instrumental variable for enrollment.

The first-stage equations for IV estimation take the form:

\[
PA_{igt} = \chi_t + \kappa_g + \sum_j \mu_j \text{lottery}_{ij} + \gamma X_i + \pi Z_i + \eta_{igt},
\]
where the lottery indicators $\text{lottery}_{ij}$ control for which lottery the student entered; and $\pi$ captures the effect of the lottery offer ($Z_i$) on the number of years a student spends at the Promise Academy. We define lottery winners as students who receive a winning lottery number or whose waitlist number was below the average highest number called across all years. Given the size of the estimated treatment effect, our results are robust to other definitions of “lottery winner.”

To compliment our lottery strategy, our second statistical approach exploits whether a student lives within the Zone’s boundaries interacted with cohort year as an instrumental variable. Two forces drive our identification. First, we compare outcomes between children living in the Zone who were eligible for its charter schools and students living in the Zone who were not eligible. For example, students who started kindergarten in 2003 were ineligible for the Promise Academy, which began enrolling kindergarten students in 2004. As the 2003 cohort is likely to be quite similar to the 2004 cohort, they provide a plausible counterfactual. Second, we compare the outcomes of children living outside the Zone in the two cohorts to adjust for year-to-year variation that may come about through broad citywide reforms. While anyone is eligible to enroll in the schools, only those students living inside the Zone are actively recruited by HCZ staff. If these recruitment efforts are effective, there should be a relationship between address and the probability of enrollment for eligible cohorts.

The first-stage equations for our second strategy let enrollment in Promise Academy be a function of student characteristics ($X_i$), home address ($\text{inZone}_i$), cohort year ($\text{cohort}_i$), and the interaction between address and cohort year:

\begin{equation}
PA_{igt} = \alpha_t + \lambda_g + \beta X_{igt} + \gamma \text{inZone}_i + \delta \text{cohort}_i + \eta (\text{inZone}_i \times \text{cohort}_i) + \epsilon_{igt}.
\end{equation}

The residual of this equation captures other factors that are correlated with enrollment in Promise Academy that may be related to student outcomes. The key identifying assumptions of our approach are that (1) the interaction between address (in or out of Zone boundaries) and cohort year is correlated with enrollment, and (2) the interaction between address and cohort year only affects student outcomes through its effects on the probability of enrollment, not through any other factor or unobserved characteristic.

The first assumption is testable. Appendix Table 1 presents first-stage results. We pool outcomes across grades, and regress years of enrollment on controls for grade, gender, race, lunch status, cohort, whether a student lives within the original 24-block HCZ, and the interaction between cohort and whether a student lives within the original 24-block HCZ. The middle school regression also controls for special education status, whether the student speaks English as a second language, and previous test scores. The coefficients on our excluded instruments—the interaction between address and cohort—are large, positive, and statistically significant for nearly all of the cohorts eligible for the Promise Academy.\(^7\) The one exception is the coefficient

\(^7\)The 2008 middle school cohort entered the Promise Academy in fifth grade, but middle school cohorts are defined using sixth grade. As a result, this cohort is labeled as the 2009 cohort in our regression.
on the interaction term for the 2005 middle school cohort, which is negative and imprecisely estimated. For cohorts that are not eligible for the Promise Academy, the estimated impact of living in the Zone is small and of inconsistent sign.\footnote{Students in ineligible cohorts can enroll in the Promise Academy if they skip a grade or are held back. This may help explain why there is a small but statistically significant effect of living in the Zone on enrollment for some of the ineligible cohorts.} A joint $F$-test with the null that the excluded instruments are jointly equal to zero is strongly rejected ($p$-value 0.000) in both the elementary and middle school regressions.

The validity of our second identifying assumption—that the instruments only affect student outcomes through the probability of enrollment—is more difficult to assess. To be violated, the interaction between a student’s address and cohort year must be correlated with her outcomes after controlling for the student’s background characteristics, address, and cohort year. This assumes, for instance, that parents do not selectively move into the Children’s Zone based on their child’s cohort. Given that all children, regardless of their address, are eligible for HCZ programs, this seems a plausible assumption. Motivated parents can enroll their children in the programs no matter where they live; the relationship between distance to the Zone and enrollment comes about primarily through increased knowledge about the programs or cost of attending, not eligibility. We also assume that shocks either affect everyone in a given cohort regardless of address, or affect everyone at a given address regardless of cohort. If there is something that shifts achievement test scores for third graders living inside the Children’s Zone, but not third graders outside the Zone or fourth graders inside the Zone, our second identifying assumption is violated.

If our second identifying assumption is valid, there should be no difference in the relationship between eligible and ineligible students living inside the Zone and the relationship between eligible and ineligible students living outside the Zone. An informal test of this assumption is to look for differential trends in the characteristics of students living inside and outside of the Zone. Appendix Figures 1 and 2 plot the fraction of students who are either black or Hispanic and the fraction eligible for free lunch for our middle school and elementary school IV samples, respectively. The middle school plot also includes the average math and ELA test scores in fifth grade, one year before students are eligible for the Promise Academy. There is no evidence of a differential trend in any of the characteristics examined. Students living in and outside of the Zone are remarkably similar across cohorts. A more formal test of this assumption is to see if there is an “effect” of attending the Promise Academy on predetermined variables. Dobbie and Fryer (2010) show that the effect of attending the Promise Academy middle school on fifth grade test scores—a year before students enroll at the school—is small and statistically insignificant.

Under these assumptions (and a monotonicity assumption that being born into an eligible cohort in the Zone does not make a student less likely to enroll), we can estimate the causal impact of enrolling in the Promise Academy. The identified parameter measures the average effect of treatment for students induced into enrollment by the instrument. The parameter is estimated though a two-stage least squares regression of student outcomes on years of enrollment ($PA_{igt}$) with the interaction between address and cohort as an instrumental variable for enrollment.
III. The Impact of the Promise Academy Charter Schools on Student Achievement

A. Promise Academy in HCZ–Middle School

Table 3 presents results for the Promise Academy middle school. We report reduced-form (column 1), first-stage (column 2), and instrumental variable estimates (column 3) from our lottery sample and instrumental variable estimates from our distance × cohort strategy (column 4). Each row represents a different outcome of interest, including math and ELA achievement scores from standardized statewide exams, absences, and whether or not a student matriculates on time. The sample is restricted to students with outcome data through eighth grade, the last year state test score data is available. We pool sixth through eighth grade outcomes and cluster standard errors at the student level. All regressions control for grade and year effects, gender, race, lunch status, lottery cohort, special education status, whether the student speaks English as a second language, and previous test scores in the same subject.

Lottery winners score 0.284 (0.050) standard deviations higher in math than lottery losers and 0.059 (0.041) standard deviations higher in ELA in the reduced-form result reported in column 1 of Table 3. The lottery first-stage coefficient is about 01.240 (0.075), as can be seen in column 1 of Table 3. In other words, by the time they were tested, lottery winners had spent an average of 1.240 years more at the
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Promise Academy than lottery losers, comparable to lottery winners at other “No Excuses” charter schools (Abdulkadiroglu et al. 2009; Angrist et al. 2010). The two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimate, which captures the causal effect of attending the Promise Academy for one year, is 0.229 (0.037) in math and 0.047 (0.033) in ELA. Thus, if a student is enrolled in the Promise Academy from sixth through eighth grade, we expect them to have a 0.687 standard deviation increase in math and a 0.141 standard deviation increase in ELA. The magnitude of these results is consistent with other work on “No Excuses” charter schools (Abdulkadiroglu et al. 2009; Angrist et al. 2010), but substantially larger than the average charter in New York (Hoxby and Muraka 2009).

Promise Academy students are also less likely to be absent and just as likely to be on grade level. The 2SLS estimate of the effect of attending the Promise Academy on absences shows that Promise Academy students are absent 2.199 (0.650) fewer days for each year they attend the school.

Column 4 in Table 3 presents instrumental variable estimates from our distance × cohort strategy. A key assumption of this identification strategy is that students outside the Zone provide an effective control for year-to-year variation (changes in the state assessment, new community programs, and so on). If shocks are local, it is preferable to restrict our sample to students who live very close to the Zone. If shocks are more widespread, however, expanding the number of students in our sample will increase precision without biasing our results. Appendix Figure 3 displays poverty rates of the Zone and the surrounding areas. Addresses within 800 meters of the Zone are quite similar. As we get farther away from the original Zone the sample includes more and more affluent areas. Because of this we present results for individuals within 800 meters of the Zone. The results are qualitatively similar if we estimate the same specification using individuals 1,600 and 2,400 meters from the Zone (Dobbie and Fryer 2010). We control for the same set of covariates as the lottery results, and address and cohort controls. Standard errors are clustered at both the student and cohort level.9

Using the distance × cohort IV strategy described above, the effect of attending the Promise Academy is 0.206 (0.092) standard deviations in math and −0.053 (0.068) in ELA. Thus, after three years at the Promise Academy middle school, our estimate suggests that math scores will increase 0.618 standard deviations. Taken together with our lottery results, this suggests that the Promise Academy middle school has a significant impact on math scores, but little impact on ELA scores. The distance × cohort 2SLS estimate on attendance is −0.220 (2.544) but is statistically insignificant. The estimate on being at grade level is −0.011 (0.036) but is not statistically significant.

Table 4 explores the heterogeneity of our estimated treatment effects in a variety of subsamples of the data. We report only the 2SLS estimates from our lottery results and their associated standard errors. Each column presents coefficients for

---

9 There are 10 cohort clusters in the middle school distance × cohort sample and 13 in the elementary school distance × cohort sample. Clustered standard errors are likely to be downward biased when there are fewer than 50 clusters (Marianne Bertrand, Esther Duflo, and Sendhil Mullainathan 2004). The distance × cohort standard errors should be interpreted with this caveat in mind.
two mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive subsamples. We test for differences by gender, free lunch status, and pre-lottery test scores. We use the average of fifth grade math and ELA test scores as our measure of pre-lottery achievement. We are unable to test for differences by ethnicity, as our sample is more than 80 percent black. We find no statistically significant differences by gender or free lunch status. On the other hand, students with higher pre-lottery test scores gain 0.287 more per year in ELA \( (p\text{-value } 0.000) \). This is due, in part, to the troubling fact that students with below median pre-lottery test scores have a negative treatment effect, \(-0.096*\) \( (0.051) \), that is marginally significant. Students above the median miss 1.1895 fewer days per year \( (p\text{-value } 0.028) \) and are 0.059 percentage points more likely to be on grade level \( (p\text{-value } 0.023) \).

The lottery estimates in Table 3 use the sample of students for whom we have post-lottery test scores. If lottery winners and lottery losers have different rates of selection into this sample, our results may be biased. A simple test for selection bias looks at the impact of the lottery offer on the probability of entering our analysis sample. Appendix Table 2 reports the effect of winning the Promise Academy middle school lottery on the probability of entering the analysis sample. Lottery winners are about 3 percent more likely to enter our sample, but the estimate is only significant at the 10 percent level. This estimate is more modest than found in Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2009), and suggests that any selection bias from differential attrition is likely to be modest. As a check of our main findings, we discard the top 3 percent of observations from the lottery treatment group and rerun our results in columns 2–4 of Appendix Table 2. The estimates are nearly identical to those reported in Table 3.

### Table 4—Middle School Subsample Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Free lunch</th>
<th>Not free lunch</th>
<th>Above median</th>
<th>Below median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.220***</td>
<td>0.238***</td>
<td>0.227***</td>
<td>0.236***</td>
<td>0.254***</td>
<td>0.203***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.050)</td>
<td>(0.053)</td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
<td>(0.079)</td>
<td>(0.051)</td>
<td>(0.046)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.134*</td>
<td>0.191**</td>
<td>-0.096*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
<td>(0.059)</td>
<td>(0.046)</td>
<td>(0.076)</td>
<td>(0.054)</td>
<td>(0.051)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absences</td>
<td>-1.615*</td>
<td>-2.779***</td>
<td>-2.181***</td>
<td>-2.283</td>
<td>-3.077***</td>
<td>-1.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.886)</td>
<td>(0.883)</td>
<td>(0.703)</td>
<td>(1.636)</td>
<td>(0.739)</td>
<td>(0.857)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On grade level</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>-0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.023)</td>
<td>(0.027)</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.025)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** This table reports instrumental variable estimates for subsamples at the Promise Academy Charter School. The sample is restricted to students in the middle school lottery with data on the relevant characteristic, with no sibling preference, and who have data for all grades. All regressions pool outcomes for grades 6–8 in both groups, and control for grade and year of test effects, gender, race, lunch status, previous test scores, previous special education status, and whether the student previously spoke English as second language. We report two-stage least squares coefficients interacted with the identified characteristic using lottery offer as an instrumental variable. The table reports standard errors clustered at the student level. Test scores are standardized to have mean zero and standard deviation one by grade in the full New York City sample.  

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.  
** Significant at the 5 percent level.  
* Significant at the 10 percent level.
Table 5—Elementary School Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lottery RF</th>
<th>Lottery FS</th>
<th>Lottery 2SLS</th>
<th>Distance 2SLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.834***</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.324***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.097)</td>
<td>(0.253)</td>
<td>(0.116)</td>
<td>(0.084)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.834***</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.420***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.083)</td>
<td>(0.253)</td>
<td>(0.095)</td>
<td>(0.075)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absences</td>
<td>−2.045*</td>
<td>0.834***</td>
<td>−2.412*</td>
<td>−2.533***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.178)</td>
<td>(0.253)</td>
<td>(1.413)</td>
<td>(0.550)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On grade level</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.834***</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>−0.058***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.027)</td>
<td>(0.253)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
<td>(0.020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>34,148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table reports first-stage, reduced-form and instrumental variable estimates for the Promise Academy Charter School. The sample for columns 1–3 is restricted to students in the elementary school lottery with no sibling preference who are in the most recent year of data. The sample for column 4 is restricted to students living within 800 meters of the original 24-block HCZ. All regressions pool outcomes for grades 3–5, and control for grade and year of test effects, gender, race, and lunch status. Column 3 reports two-stage least squares coefficients using lottery offer as an instrumental variable. Column 4 reports two-stage least squares coefficients using the interaction between cohort and living within the 24-block HCZ as an instrumental variable. The table reports standard errors clustered at the student level in columns 1–3. The standard errors in column 4 allow for two-way clustering at the student and cohort level. Test scores are standardized to have mean zero and standard deviation one by grade in the full New York City sample.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

B. Promise Academy—Elementary School

Table 5 is identical to Table 3 for the Promise Academy elementary school. As before, we report reduced-form (column 1), first-stage (column 2), and instrumental variable estimates (column 3) from our lottery sample and instrumental variable estimates from our distance × cohort strategy (column 4). Each row represents a different outcome of interest, including math and ELA achievement scores from standardized statewide exams, absences, and whether or not a student matriculates on time. The sample includes all students with data in 2009–2010, the most recent available. All regressions control for grade and year effects, lottery cohort, gender, race, and lunch status. The distance × cohort regressions also control for address and cohort effects. Standard errors are clustered at the student level in the lottery regressions and both the student and cohort level in the distance × cohort regressions.

The reduced form estimates suggest that children who attend the elementary school gain 0.160 (0.097) standard deviations in math and 0.095 (0.083) standard deviations in ELA per year. Students have 2.045 (1.178) fewer absences per year and appear no less likely to advance on time. The first stage for the lottery IV is 0.834, so one can multiply the reduced form effects by 1.21 to obtain the 2SLS estimates based on the lottery sample. Our 2SLS estimates imply that students who are enrolled in the Promise Academy schools from kindergarten through fifth grade are expected to gain 1.146 standard deviations in math and 0.570 standard deviations in
Table 6—Elementary School Subsample Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Free lunch</th>
<th>Not free lunch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.232***</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.114)</td>
<td>(0.144)</td>
<td>(0.114)</td>
<td>(0.445)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA</td>
<td>0.168*</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.096)</td>
<td>(0.118)</td>
<td>(0.091)</td>
<td>(0.331)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absences</td>
<td>−3.171**</td>
<td>−1.341</td>
<td>−2.319*</td>
<td>−3.309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.541)</td>
<td>(1.687)</td>
<td>(1.343)</td>
<td>(3.383)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On grade level</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.035)</td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
<td>(0.111)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table reports instrumental variable estimates for subsamples at the Promise Academy Charter School. The sample is restricted to students in the elementary school lottery with data on the relevant characteristic. All regressions pool outcomes for grades 3–4 in both groups, and control for grade and year of test effects, gender, race, and lunch status. We report two-stage least squares coefficients interacted with the identified characteristic using lottery offer as an instrumental variable. The table reports standard errors clustered at the student level. Test scores are standardized to have mean zero and standard deviation one by grade in the full New York City sample.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

ELA relative to the control group. Promise Academy students are also less likely to be absent and no less likely to be on grade level.

Column 4 in Table 5 presents estimates from our distance × cohort IV strategy. The reported coefficient is again the number of years enrolled at the Promise Academy charter school, which is instrumented for using the interaction between a student’s address (in or out of the Zone’s boundaries) and cohort. The distance × cohort estimates suggest that students at the Promise Academy gain 0.324 (0.084) standard deviations in math and 0.420 (0.075) in ELA for each year they are enrolled—yielding an expected increase of 1.944 standard deviations in math and 2.520 standard deviations in ELA for students who attend from kindergarten through fifth grade.

The relatively large gains in ELA are particularly noteworthy in light of the middle school results, suggesting that deficiencies in ELA might be addressed if intervention occurs relatively early in the child’s life. This is consistent with developmental research that shows that the critical period for language development occurs early in life, while the critical period for developing higher cognitive functions extends into adolescence (Kenneth D. Hopkins and Glenn H. Bracht 1975; Elissa L. Newport 1990; Steven Pinker 1994; Charles Nelson 2000; Eric I. Knudsen et al. 2006).

Table 6 explores the heterogeneity of our estimated treatment effects by gender and free lunch status. We report only the 2SLS estimates from our lottery results and their associated standard errors. We are again unable to test for differences by ethnicity as students in our sample are overwhelmingly black. There are no statistically significant differences among subsets of boys and girls, or free lunch status and not free lunch status. We cannot reject the null hypothesis that every subgroup benefits equally from attending, though, as before, we do not have enough statistical power.
to rule out small or medium-sized differences. This is particularly true for students not eligible for free lunch, which make up only a small fraction of the Promise Academy student body.

**Appendix Table 3** tests for differential selection into our elementary school lottery sample. In column 1, we report the effect of winning the Promise Academy elementary school lottery on the probability of entering the analysis sample. Lottery winners are 2.0 percent more likely to enter our sample, but the estimate is not statistically significant. Again, we check the main findings by discarding the top 2 percent of observations from the lottery treatment group and rerunning our results in columns 2–4 of **Appendix Table 3**. The estimates are nearly identical to those reported in Table 5.

***

Let us put the magnitude of our estimates in perspective. Jacob and Ludwig (2008), in a survey of programs and policies designed to increase achievement among poor children, report that only three reforms pass a simple cost-benefit analysis: lowering class size, bonuses for teachers for teaching in hard-to-staff schools, and early childhood programs. The effect of lowering class size from 24 to 16 students per teacher is approximately 0.22 (0.05) standard deviations on combined math and reading scores (Krueger 1999). While a 1 standard deviation increase in teacher quality raises math achievement by 0.15–0.24 standard deviations per year and reading achievement by 0.15–0.20 standard deviations per year (Rockoff 2004; Rivkin, Hanushek, and Cain 2005; Daniel Aaronson, Lisa Barrow, and William Sander 2007; Kane and Staiger 2008), value added measures are not strongly correlated with observable characteristics of teachers making it difficult to ex ante identify the best teachers. The effect of Teach for America, one attempt to bring more skilled teachers into poor performing schools, is 0.15 standard deviations in math and 0.03 in reading (Decker, Mayer, and Glaser 2004). The effect of Head Start is 0.147 (0.103) standard deviations in applied problems and 0.319 (0.147) in letter identification on the Woodcock-Johnson exam, but the effects on test scores fade in elementary school (Currie and Thomas 1995; Ludwig and Deborah A. Phillips 2007). Fryer (2010a) finds that input based student incentives also pass a cost-benefit analysis, with an effect size of approximately 0.15 standard deviations in both math and reading depending on the nature of the incentives and the age of the student. All these effect sizes are a fraction of the impact of being offered admission into the Promise Academy charter schools. Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2009) and Angrist et al. (2010) find effect sizes closest to our own, with students enrolled in a set of Boston-area “No Excuses” charter middle schools gaining about 0.4 standard deviations a year in math and 0.1 standard deviations a year in reading.

Although the results for both middle and elementary school samples provide some optimism about the potential for a set of school-based investments to increase achievement among poor students, one worries that improvements on state exams may be driven by test specific preparatory activities at the expense of more general learning (Jacob 2005) or cheating (Jacob and Levitt 2003). Whether these

---

10 Using an algorithm similar to Jacob and Levitt (2003), we implement two statistical tests of cheating on the high-stakes state test at Promise Academy. First, we tested whether Promise Academy students are more likely to
academic gains will translate into improved longer term outcomes (health, education, crime, wages) is an important open question.

IV. Communities, Schools, or Both?

Promise Academy students are exposed to a network of community services in the HCZ along with education investments ranging from a longer school day and year to after-school programs to mental and physical health services. The community services—the community centers, truancy-prevention programs, the network of targeted programs, such as the asthma and obesity initiatives, and so on—are available to any child in HCZ. These programs may plausibly affect student outcomes in any number of ways, from mitigating the physical and emotional barriers to success to providing a more supportive out-of-school learning environment.

Consider a simple model of education production where achievement is a function of school inputs (s), community inputs (c), and a range of other inputs (x) that might include parental involvement, teacher quality, and so on. For simplicity, we assume the production function $f(s, c, x)$ is twice continuously differentiable and additively separable. In our distance × cohort IV strategy, we use the difference between eligible cohorts living in the Zone (whose treatment is equal to $(\partial f/\partial s) + (\partial f/\partial c) + (\partial^2 f/\partial s \partial c)$) to ineligible cohorts living in the Zone (whose treatment is equal to $\partial f/\partial c$). The IV estimate therefore identifies the school and interaction effects $(\partial f/\partial s + \partial^2 f/\partial s \partial c)$. Lottery estimates identify identical parameters.

There are two pieces of evidence that suggest that high-quality schools are enough to explain the large treatment effects presented in the earlier section $(\partial^2 f/\partial s \partial c \approx 0)$.

Our first piece of evidence comes from our lottery identification strategy, where we separately estimate the treatment effect of attending the Promise Academy for students who live inside the Zone’s boundaries (which identifies $(\partial f/\partial s) + (\partial f/\partial c) + (\partial^2 f/\partial s \partial c)$) and for students who live outside the Zone (which identifies $\partial f/\partial c$). Tables 7 and 8 show the estimated treatment effect of attending the Promise Academy for students who live within 400 meters of the Zone and students who do not for the middle and elementary school lottery samples, respectively. We report instrumental variable estimates and their associated standard errors clustered at the student level. There are no statistically significant differences among students who live near and not near the Zone in math, ELA, or absences. Students who attend the Promise Academy elementary school are somewhat more likely to be on grade level ($p$-value 0.046), but there is no statistically significant difference for the middle school. Taken together, these results are consistent with the idea that students do not benefit more from attending the Promise Academy if they live close to the Zone. Changing the definition of “close” to 200 or 600 meters away does not change the results.

have an unusual block of consecutive identical answers, and second, we tested whether Promise Academy students systematically underperform on easy questions while over-performing on hard questions. Neither approach detects cheating at Promise Academy.

While students who live outside the Zone may participate in community programs within the Zone, administrative data from HCZ show it is very unlikely.
### Table 7—Middle School In and Out of the Zone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>In Zone</th>
<th>Out of Zone</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.201***</td>
<td>0.241***</td>
<td>0.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.051)</td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.045)</td>
<td>(0.037)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absences</td>
<td>-1.300</td>
<td>-2.601***</td>
<td>0.183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.003)</td>
<td>(0.683)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On grade level</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>0.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.024)</td>
<td>(0.020)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 471 1,038

Notes: This table reports instrumental variable estimates for students living near and not near the original HCZ. The sample is restricted to students in the middle school lottery with no sibling preference and who have data for all grades. All regressions pool outcomes for grades 6–8 in both groups, and control for grade and year of test effects, gender, race, lunch status, previous test scores, previous special education status, and whether the student previously spoke English as second language. We report two-stage least squares coefficients interacted with a variable equal to one if the student lives within 400 meters of the original 24-block HCZ, using lottery offer as an instrumental variable. The table reports standard errors clustered at the student level. Test scores are standardized to have mean zero and standard deviation one by grade in the full New York City sample.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

### Table 8—Elementary School In and Out of the Zone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>In Zone</th>
<th>Out of Zone</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.164)</td>
<td>(0.123)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.139)</td>
<td>(0.100)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absences</td>
<td>-2.932</td>
<td>-2.464</td>
<td>0.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.110)</td>
<td>(1.503)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On grade level</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.047)</td>
<td>(0.036)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 254 507

Notes: This table reports instrumental variable estimates for students living near and not near the original HCZ. The sample is restricted to students in the elementary school lottery with no sibling preference and who have data for all grades. All regressions pool outcomes for grades 3–5 in both groups, and control for grade and year of test effects, gender, race, lunch status, previous test scores, previous special education status, and whether the student previously spoke English as second language. We report two-stage least squares coefficients interacted with a variable equal to one if the student lives within 400 meters of the original 24-block HCZ, using lottery offer as an instrumental variable. The table reports standard errors clustered at the student level. Test scores are standardized to have mean zero and standard deviation one by grade in the full New York City sample.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.
Our second piece of evidence comes from an analysis of siblings of Promise Academy students who were ineligible for the school because of their age. In addition to having greater access to HCZ’s programs, siblings of Promise Academy students also have access to programs that are only provided to Promise Academy students and their families. This includes the provision of nutritious fruits and vegetables, pre-made meals, money and travel allowances to ensure kids get to school, and general advice on how to support their child’s learning. If these programs are important for achievement, the siblings of the charter school students (who did not enroll in the Promise Academy themselves) will benefit. The effect on siblings who do not attend the promise academies is \( \alpha(\partial f / \partial c) \), where \( \alpha \in (0, 1) \) represents the degree to which attending the Promise Academy is a gateway to community programs above and beyond what would be expected if no one from the family attended the school.

Table 9 presents sibling-peer results in the middle school sample. We begin by linking students entered in the Promise Academy middle school lottery to their siblings in other New York City schools, dropping the linked siblings if they are enrolled at the Promise Academy. We define siblings as any two students who share the same last name and address at any point in time. We regress the linked sibling’s outcomes on controls for her grade, year, pre-lottery outcomes, gender, race, lunch status, previous test scores, previous special education status, and whether the student previously spoke English as second language. The table reports standard errors clustered at the student level in columns 1 and 2, and at the family level in column 3. Test scores are standardized to have mean zero and standard deviation one by grade in the full New York City sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All lottery</th>
<th>Without siblings</th>
<th>With siblings</th>
<th>Sibling spillovers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Math</strong></td>
<td>0.229***</td>
<td>0.249***</td>
<td>0.178***</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.037)</td>
<td>(0.044)</td>
<td>(0.067)</td>
<td>(0.119)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELA</strong></td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
<td>(0.038)</td>
<td>(0.059)</td>
<td>(0.113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Absences</strong></td>
<td>−2.199***</td>
<td>−2.181***</td>
<td>−2.227</td>
<td>0.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.650)</td>
<td>(0.744)</td>
<td>(1.355)</td>
<td>(1.559)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>On grade level</strong></td>
<td>−0.002</td>
<td>−0.009</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>−0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.021)</td>
<td>(0.025)</td>
<td>(0.047)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Observations</strong></td>
<td>1,449</td>
<td>1,055</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table reports instrumental variable estimates of spillover effects at the Promise Academy Charter School. Column 1 presents our main middle school results. Columns 2 and 3 present main results for the sample of middle school students without and with older siblings. Column 4 presents results of the spillover effect of attending the Promise Academy on sibling outcomes. The sample for column 4 is restricted to older siblings of students entered in either the 2005 or 2006 middle school lottery who had no sibling preference and who had data for all grades. All regressions pool outcomes across grades, and control for grade, year, gender, race, lunch status, previous test scores, previous special education status, and whether the student previously spoke English as second language. The table reports standard errors clustered at the student level in columns 1 and 2, and at the family level in column 3. Test scores are standardized to have mean zero and standard deviation one by grade in the full New York City sample.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

12 Most siblings of the Promise Academy elementary students are too young to have valid test scores or are also enrolled in the Promise Academy. We therefore concentrate our analysis on siblings of the middle school cohort.
spent at the Promise Academy. We instrument for the lottery applicant’s years of enrollment using lottery number. Standard errors are clustered at the family level.

To address concerns that the subset of Promise Academy students with siblings may be different than the subset without siblings, we replicate our main results from Table 3 for both groups. Students with and without siblings experience nearly identical gains to Promise Academy enrollment.

The effect on a sibling of a lottery applicant enrolling at Promise Academy appears to be relatively small on test scores, though large standard errors make sharper conclusions impossible. Siblings of enrolled lottery winners gain approximately 0.051 (0.119) standard deviations in math and 0.087 (0.113) standard deviations in ELA for each year a student is enrolled at the Promise Academy. Taken at face value, this suggests that there is likely little to no effect on achievement test scores from the combination of the community and student-family programs.

We have provided some evidence that the Promise Academy’s success in raising test scores is unlikely to be driven by the bundle of community services, either directly or indirectly, and that the combined effects of the student-family and community programs on test scores are, at best, modest. This suggests that the Promise Academy charter schools are the main driver of our results. This result is important particularly given the movement across the United States and around the world to develop Children’s Zones with an emphasis on community programs.

V. Discussion

The racial achievement gap in education is one of America’s most pressing social concerns. The typical black 17-year-old reads at the proficiency level of the typical white 13-year-old (Campbell, Hombo, and Mazzeo 2000). On the Scholastic Aptitude Test there is little overlap in the distribution of scores (David Card and Jesse Rothstein 2007). There has been very little progress in closing the achievement gap.

The Promise Academy is successful at boosting achievement in math and ELA in elementary school and math in middle school. The impact of being offered admission into the Promise Academy middle school on ELA achievement is likely positive, but less dramatic. We provide two pieces of evidence—a comparison of lottery winners who live outside the Zone with those who live inside the Zone and a comparison of siblings of lottery entrants—that suggests our results are driven by the school inputs at the Promise Academy and not the community programs provided by HCZ.

These results are consistent with recent evaluations of the Moving to Opportunity experiment (MTO) and “No Excuses” charter schools similar to the Promise Academy. MTO, which relocated individuals from high-poverty to lower poverty neighborhoods while keeping the quality of schools roughly constant, showed null results for girls and negative results for boys (Lisa Sanbonmatsu et al. 2006; Jeffrey R. Kling, Jeffrey B Liebman and Lawrence F. Katz 2007). This suggests that a better community, as measured by poverty rate, does not significantly raise test scores if school quality remains essentially unchanged. Recent analyses of other “No Excuses” charter schools with many of the same school inputs as the Promise
Academy show similar effects without community programs (Abdulkadiroglu et al. 2009; Angrist et al. 2010), suggesting that community programs are not necessary to generate large achievement gains.

An important open question is why the Promise Academy is so effective at educating the poorest minority students. It is plausible that high-quality teachers are responsible for a portion of the results as the estimates are similar to the variance of teacher quality in Rockoff (2004); Rivkin, Hanushek, and Kain (2005); Aaronson, Barrow, and Sander (2007); and Kane and Staiger (2008), which range from 0.15 to 0.24 standard deviations in math and 0.15 to 0.20 in reading. Second, a linear combination of good policy choices may explain the results. In their analysis of New York City charter schools, Hoxby and Murarka (2009) estimate the relationship between a series of school policy choices and the success of the charter school. Plugging in Promise Academy’s combination of policies into Hoxby and Murarka’s (2009) estimates predicts yearly gains of 0.54 standard deviations. Third, results from Abhijit V. Banerjee et al. (2007) in India show that remedial education—consistent with the manner in which Promise Academy uses data to inform and differentiate instruction—can have very large effects (0.28 to 0.47 standard deviations).

As President Barack Obama’s administration and other governments around the world decide whether and how to use the HCZ model to combat urban poverty, cost is an important consideration. The New York Department of Education provided every charter school, including the Promise Academy, $12,443 per pupil in 2008–2009. HCZ estimates that they added an additional $4,657 per pupil for in-school costs and approximately $2,172 per pupil for after-school and “wrap-around” programs. This implies that HCZ spends $19,272 per pupil. To put this in perspective, the median school district in New York State spent $16,171 per pupil in 2006, and the district at the ninety-fifth percentile cutpoint spent $33,521 per pupil (Lei Zhou and Frank Johnson 2008). The total budget for the HCZ, including its community and school investments, is roughly $50 million per year.

Taken at face value, the achievement gains of Promise Academy students will translate into improved life trajectories. Our middle school lottery estimates—the most modest estimated—suggest that attending the Promise Academy for middle school is associated with a 4.8 to 7.5 percent increase in earnings (Neal and William R. Johnson 1996; Currie and Thomas 2001), a 1.65 to 2.25 percent decrease in the probability of committing a property or violent crime (Levitt and Lance Lochner 2001), and a 7.5 to 11.25 decrease in the probability of having a health disability (M. Christopher Auld and Nirmal Sidhu 2005; Julio Jorge Elias 2005; Robert Kaestner 2009). If the Promise Academy affects educational attainment as dramatically as achievement, the implied benefits are enormous (e.g., Card 1999; Philip Oreopoulos

---

13 We use the regression coefficients reported on page 59 of Hoxby and Muraka (2009) and Promise Academy survey responses to construct our estimate. Promise Academy has the following characteristics (in order listed by Hoxby and Muraka (2009) with associated regression coefficients in parentheses): has been operating for 4 years (−0.009), is a Charter Management Organization (−3.660), has 210 instructional days (0.021) and 8 instructional hours per day (−0.077), conducts Saturday school (0.153) and an optional after school program (0.058), uses a combination of original curriculum and the Core Knowledge curriculum (0.137/2 + 0.072/2), has an average class size of 20 (0.002), administers internal evaluations (−0.085), requires school uniforms (−0.179) and a dress code (0.139), does not have a broken windows disciplinary policy, does require a parent contract (−0.234) and reserves seats for parents on the board (0.233), and has one school leader (0.199).
The public benefits alone from converting a high school dropout to graduate are more than $250,000. Moreover, recent results from Raj Chetty et al. (2010) suggest that long-term benefits of a high-quality education may operate through non-test score channels we do not observe in this paper.

We hope that our analysis provides a sense of optimism for work on the achievement gap. The HCZ initiative along with recent results in Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2009) and Angrist et al. (2010) demonstrate that the right combination of school inputs can be successful. The challenge going forward is to find ways to transport these gains to traditional public schools, so that all children can receive a high-quality education.

**Appendix**

![Figure A1. Middle School Trends](image)

**Notes:** This figure displays the fraction of students eligible for free lunch and that are either black or Hispanic, and the average math and ELA test scores for those students. In the Zone refers to the original 24-block Children’s Zone. Out of the Zone refers to students living within 800 meters of the original Zone.

14 See online Appendix C for details on all of the cost-benefit calculations.
Table A1—Distance First Stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Elementary school</th>
<th>Middle school</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995 interaction</td>
<td>0.005**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996 interaction</td>
<td>0.007*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997 interaction</td>
<td>0.006*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998 interaction</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999 interaction</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 interaction</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001 interaction</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002 interaction</td>
<td>−0.021</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003 interaction</td>
<td>−0.017</td>
<td>0.019***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004 interaction</td>
<td>0.136***</td>
<td>0.232***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005 interaction</td>
<td>0.019***</td>
<td>−0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006 interaction</td>
<td>0.130***</td>
<td>0.028***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007 interaction</td>
<td>−0.004***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 interaction</td>
<td>0.017***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009 interaction</td>
<td>0.095***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** F-stat | 0.000 | 0.000
Observations | 34,148 | 41,029

Notes: This table reports first-stage estimates for the distance IV strategy. The sample is restricted to students living within 800 meters of the original 24-block HCZ. We report coefficients on the interaction between cohort and living within the 24-block HCZ. All regressions pool outcomes across grades, and control for grade of test effects, cohort, living within the 24-block HCZ, gender, race, and lunch status. Column 2 also controls for previous special education status and whether the student previously spoke English as second language. Standard errors allow for two-way clustering at the student and year level.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.
Table A2—Middle School Attrition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Attrition difference</th>
<th>Lottery RF</th>
<th>Lottery FS</th>
<th>Lottery 2SLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.032*</td>
<td>0.247***</td>
<td>1.220***</td>
<td>0.203***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.049)</td>
<td>(0.075)</td>
<td>(0.037)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA</td>
<td>0.032*</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>1.252***</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.039)</td>
<td>(0.074)</td>
<td>(0.031)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absences</td>
<td>0.032*</td>
<td>−3.557***</td>
<td>1.270***</td>
<td>−2.801***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.746)</td>
<td>(0.078)</td>
<td>(0.583)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On grade level</td>
<td>0.032*</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
<td>1.240***</td>
<td>−0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
<td>(0.075)</td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** This table reports robustness checks for the Promise Academy Charter School. The first column reports the effect of winning the lottery on the probability of being in the final sample. Columns 2–4 report reduced-form, first-stage, and IV results after trimming the treatment sample by the difference in attrition. All regressions pool outcomes for grades 6–8, and control for grade and year of test effects, gender, race, lunch status, previous test scores, previous special education status, and whether the student previously spoke English as a second language. The table reports standard errors clustered at the student level. Test scores are standardized to have mean zero and standard deviation one by grade in the full New York City sample.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.
Table A3—Elementary School Attrition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Attrition difference</th>
<th>Lottery RF (0.015)</th>
<th>Lottery FS (0.081)</th>
<th>Lottery 2SLS (0.015)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.824***</td>
<td>0.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.823***</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absences</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>-2.565**</td>
<td>0.927***</td>
<td>-2.932**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On grade level</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.834***</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>762</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>748</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table reports robustness checks for the Promise Academy Charter School. The first column reports the effect of winning the lottery on the probability of being in the final sample. Columns 2–4 report reduced-form, first-stage, and IV results after trimming the treatment sample by the difference in attrition. All regressions pool outcomes for grades 3–5, and control for grade and year of test effects, gender, race, and lunch status. The table reports standard errors clustered at the student level. Test scores are standardized to have mean zero and standard deviation one by grade in the full New York City sample.

***Significant at the 1 percent level.
**Significant at the 5 percent level.
*Significant at the 10 percent level.
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